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To the editor:

Accuracy of flow cytometric perforin screening for detecting patients with FHL due to
PRF1 mutations

Mutations in PRF1, which encodes perforin, were discovered to
cause familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (FHL) in 1999
and account for 20% to 50% of all FHL cases.1-6 Flow cytometric
detection of perforin in peripheral blood natural killer (NK) cells and
cytotoxic T lymphocytes was previously studied in a small number
of patients by our group and suggested that flow cytometry offered
a rapid and sensitive approach for detection of perforin deficiency.7

To more accurately determine the clinical diagnostic accuracy of
flow cytometric screening for the detection of PRF1 mutations, we
reviewed the reported results of 750 clinical samples submitted to
the Diagnostic Immunology Laboratory at Cincinnati Children’s

Hospital by the ordering physician for perforin testing between
August 2009 and December 2014; genetic sequencing was also
performed as directed by the ordering physician. For patients with
multiple results, only the first sample with a reportable result was
included. Samples tested after bone marrow transplantation were
excluded. The flow cytometric measurement of perforin was
performed as previously described7 and details are available in the
supplemental Data, available on the Blood Web site. Details
regarding intra- and interassay variability, establishment of the age-
based normal range, genetic sequencing, and statistical analysis are
also available in the supplemental Data.

Figure 1. Diagnostic accuracy of flow cytometric perforin screening. (A) Diagnostic accuracy of perforin flow cytometric screening to detect patients with biallelic

pathological PRF1 mutations compared with patients with normal sequencing results, using the laboratory-determined normal range for perforin mean channel fluorescence

(MCF) in NK cells. (B) Violin plot representation of NK-cell perforin MCF in relation to genetic classification including affected (biallelic disease-causing mutations), carrier

(monoallelic mutation with or without additional variants of uncertain clinical significance), variant(s) of unknown clinical significance (VUCS), A91V variant(s), and normal. The

laboratory normal control range threshold (perforin MCF, 98) is shown with a dashed line, and the optimum diagnostic threshold obtained by an analysis of receiver operating

characteristics (perforin MCF ,49) is shown with a dashed line. (C) Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of perforin MCF showing optimal threshold test char-

acteristic as determined by the Youden index (*). Area under the curve is 0.974. (D) Diagnostic accuracy of perforin flow cytometric screening to detect patients with biallelic

pathological PRF1 mutations compared with patients with normal sequencing results, monoallelic mutation with or without additional variants of uncertain clinical significance,

and VUCS using the optimal diagnostic threshold established by receiver operating characteristic curve analysis.
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Samples were almost equally distributed between males (n5 383)
and females (n5 367). The median age of patients was 5 years (range,
5 days to 66 years). Among the samples, 538 (72%) were observed to
have normal perforin expression, 170 (23%) were observed to have
low perforin expression, and 42 (7%) had no perforin expression. Of
the 212 samples with low or no perforin expression, 111 possessed
abnormal sequencing results in PRF1. In total, 166 samples possessed
abnormal sequencing results. Forty-eight samples (46 with low or no
perforin) were found to have biallelic disease-causing mutations, 26
(18with lowornoperforin)were found tohavemonoallelicpathological
mutations, and 92 (47 with low or no perforin) were found to have one
or more variants of uncertain clinical significance, including the A91V
variant. Among the 48 patients affected with biallelic disease-causing
mutations, 27 patients (56%) had deletionmutations in 1 or 2 alleles and
had no detectable protein expression (supplemental Table 3), with
50delT (L17fsX50) being the most common mutation. Biallelic mis-
sense mutations were detected in 21 of 48 affected patients and were
more likely to yield some protein expression (7 of 21 samples affected
by missense mutations).

The use of the laboratory-defined normal range to identify pa-
tients with biallelic mutations compared with patients with normal
sequencing results yielded a sensitivity of 96%, specificity of 83%,
positive predictive value (PPV) of 31%, and negative predictive
value (NPV) of 99.6% (Figure 1A). However, a considerable pro-
portion of patients withmonoallelic PRF1mutations (69%), variants
of uncertain clinical significance (35%), or the A91V variant (60%)
and aminority of normal patients (those referred for testing forPRF1
mutations but for whom no mutations were found) (17%) had per-
forin results below the laboratory-defined lower normal limit of NK
cell perforin mean channel fluorescence of 98 (Figure 1B).When we
compared patients with biallelic mutations to patients with all other
sequencing results, we observed a lower diagnostic accuracy, with sen-
sitivity of 96%, specificity of 76%,PPVof 22%, andNPVof99.6%.We
next performed receiver operating characteristic analysis to define an
optimal diagnostic threshold that would identify patients with biallelic
pathological mutations with maximum sensitivity and specificity against
all other patient groups (Figure 1C). The diagnostic parameters of the
test using an optimum NK cell perforin mean channel fluorescence
threshold of 49 included a sensitivity of 94%, specificity of 97%, PPV
of 70%, and NPV of 99.6% (Figure 1D).

Our results indicate that clinical flow cytometric screening for
perforin deficiency is quite sensitive (greater than 90%) and is as-
sociated with a low false-negative rate. Importantly, more than 99%of
patients with normal flow cytometric results can be accurately diag-
nosed as not having perforin deficiency. On the basis of our expe-
rience, we recommend that flow cytometric screening be pursued for
all patients suspected of having FHL. Testing results are available
within a few days and should be helpful in guiding initial treatment
decisions and consideration for bone marrow transplantation while
awaiting more lengthy confirmatory genetic tests.
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